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For context - what might a plasma based collider look like?
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One of the earliest examples: 
“Towards a Plasma Wake-field Acceleration-based Linear 

Collider”, J.B. Rosenzweig, et al., Nuclear Instruments and 
Methods A 410 532 (1998).



First SLAC Concept Developed with FACET Proposal < 2009

• ‘Warm’ Drive Linac 
• 4ns bunch spacing 
• Many turnarounds
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Abstract 
Plasma Wake-Field Acceleration (PWFA) has 

demonstrated acceleration gradients above 50 GeV/m. 
Simulations have shown drive/witness bunch 
configurations that yield small energy spreads in the 
accelerated witness bunch and high energy transfer 
efficiency from the drive bunch to the witness bunch, 
ranging from 30% for a Gaussian drive bunch to 95% for 
a shaped longitudinal profile. These results open the 
opportunity for a linear collider that could be compact, 
efficient and more cost effective that the present 
microwave technologies. A concept of a PWFA-based 
Linear Collider (PWFA-LC) has been developed and is 
described in this paper. The drive beam generation and 
distribution, requirements on the plasma cells, and 
optimization of the interaction region parameters are 
described in detail. The R&D steps needed for further 
development of the concept are also outlined. 

A PWFA-LC CONCEPT 
The requirements for an electron-positron linear 

collider in the TeV energy range are well understood from 
20 years of conceptual design work based on 
conventional rf cavity acceleration systems. The high 
gradients possible with plasma wakefield acceleration 
may provide a path to a new lower cost approach to 
achieving these energies. However, a practical collider 
must also meet the luminosity requirements imposed by 
the physics goals, which is the order of 1034cm-2s-1. To 
achieve this high luminosity requires beams of about ten 
MW average power, which are low emittance and can be 
focused to nanometre size for collisions. A practical 
collider technology must also have high power transfer 
efficiency into the beam.  

Several ideas for plasma wakefield-based linear 
colliders (PWFA-LC) have been suggested in the past.  
The "afterburner" [1] is an approach that uses short 
plasma sections to double the energy of a conventional rf 
linear collider just before the collision point.  Each beam 
is split into pairs of microbunches with the first driving a 
plasma wake that accelerates the second. Luminosity of 
the energy-doubled collider is maintained by employing 
plasma lenses to reduce the spot size before collision. A 
multiple-stage PWFA-LC concept has been suggested at 
the 2006 Advanced Accelerator Workshop [2], which is 
essentially a multi-stage afterburner employing a high-
charge beam with multiple bunches and multiple plasma 
cells to reach high energy.  One implementation would 
use a 100 GeV drive beam and five (four if the incoming 

witness bunch also has 100 GeV) plasma stages to 
accelerate the main beam to 500 GeV. 

The design presented here is an attempt to optimize the 
advantages of PWFA and conventional linear collider 
concepts, based on a reasonable set of R&D milestones 
that could be realized over the next ten years. This 
approach benefits from the extensive R&D for 
conventional linear colliders and has relatively relaxed 
requirements on the plasma acceleration systems while 
still potentially lowering the cost.  These considerations 
led to a larger number of PWFA stages and imposed 
specific requirements on the parameters for the main and 
drive beams. This PWFA-LC concept addresses these 
requirements, and, in contrast to the approaches discussed 
above, uses an electron drive beam for both electron and 
positron main beams. This design will evolve with better 
understanding of plasma wakefield physics based on 
future experimental results and simulation studies. 
Therefore, it is crucial to maintain flexibility in the 
parameter space for a PWFA linear collider.  

The design for a PWFA-based Linear Collider is shown 
schematically in Figure 1 and the key parameters are in 
Table 1. This approach uses established concepts for the 
particle and drive beam generation and focusing systems 
based on twenty years of linear collider R&D. However, 
this constrains the plasma acceleration systems if they are 
to provide the needed high beam power and efficiency. 
These constraints are summarized in Ref. [3] which 
describes a 10 TeV linear collider design.  The proposed 
plasma wakefield research program at FACET is designed 
to demonstrate the viability of this concept. 

This PWFA-LC design uses a conventional 25 GeV 
electron drive beam accelerator, to produce trains of drive 
bunches distributed in counter-propagating directions to 
20 PWFA cells for both the electron and the positron arms 
of the collider to reach energy of 500 GeV for each beam.  
Each cell provides 25 GeV of energy to the main beam in 
about a meter of plasma. The layout and parameters were 
chosen to optimize PWFA performance while also 
providing feasible parameters at the interaction point and 
a practical design for the main beam injector and the drive 
beam acceleration and distribution system.  The drive 
beam system is very similar to the CLIC drive beam 
concept which is being tested at the CTF3 test facility [4]. 

The main beam bunch train consists of 125 bunches, 
each separated by 4 ns. The drive beam train consists of 
20 mini-trains each with 250 bunches separated by 2 ns 
(as described in details in [11]). An RF separator splits the 
drive beam before it is sent to the distribution system. 
There are 100 ns gaps between each mini-train in the 
drive beam train, to accommodate the kicker rise time. To 
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SLAC-PUB-13766allow for the counter-propagation distribution of the drive 
beam, the distance between PWFA cells must be equal to 

half of the distance between mini-trains, i.e. 600 ns/2 or 
about 90 m.  

 
Figure 1: Concept for a multi-stage PWFA-based Linear Collider. 

 
Main beam: bunch population, bunches per train, rate 1×1010, 125, 100 Hz 
Total power of two main beams 20 MW 
Drive beam: energy, peak current and active pulse length 25 GeV, 2.3 A, 10 µs 
Average power of the drive beam 58 MW 
Plasma density, accelerating gradient and plasma cell length 1×1017cm-3, 25 GV/m, 1 m 
Power transfer efficiency drive beam=>plasma =>main beam 35% 
Efficiency: Wall plug=>RF=>drive beam 50% × 90% = 45% 
Overall efficiency and wall plug power for acceleration 15.7%, 127 MW 
Site power estimate (with 40MW for other subsystems) 170 MW 
Main beam emittances, x, y 2, 0.05 mm-mrad 
Main beam sizes at Interaction Point, x, y, z 0.14, 0.0032, 10 µm 
Luminosity 3.5×1034 cm-2s-1 
Luminosity in 1% of energy 1.3×1034 cm-2s-1  

Table 1: Key parameters of the conceptual multi-stage PWFA-based Linear Collider. 

 
Properties of the drive and main beam bunches have 

been optimized by particle-in-cell simulations using the 
code QUICKPIC [5,13]. The main beam bunch charge is 
1.0×1010 particles with a Gaussian distribution. A plasma 
density of 1017cm-3 and a drive bunch charge of 2.9×1010 
were chosen to achieve a power transfer efficiency from 
the drive beam to the main beam of 35% with a gradient 
of roughly 25 GV/m.  The drive beam bunch length is 30 
µm while the main beam bunch length is 10 µm and the 
drive-main beam bunch separation is 115 µm. The 
separation between the two bunches must be 
approximately equal to the plasma wavelength. 

The parameters and luminosity at the interaction 
point (IP) were optimized for the high beamstrahlung 
regime, which is inherent to short bunch length colliders 
[6]. The luminosity within 1% of the nominal center-of-
mass energy is 1.3×1034 cm-2s-1

, which is similar to that in 

the International Linear Collider (ILC) design [7].  The 
relative energy loss due to beamstrahlung is about !B = 
30%. The main beam emittances are typical for TeV 
collider designs, and the "-functions at the IP are "x/y = 
10/0.2 mm. These IP parameters are quite close to those 
for CLIC [8]. Previous physics studies for the interaction 
region and detector design, background and event 
reconstruction techniques [9] are all applicable.  

The main beam generation complex could be 
similar to that of the CLIC design with a polarized 
electron source and a conventional positron source. The 
plasma acceleration process maintains beam polarization, 
and would also accommodate a polarized positron beam. 
The damping rings would store multiple trains of 
bunches, one of which would be extracted on each 100 Hz 
machine cycle. The extracted beams would be 
compressed in multi-stage bunch compressors before 
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separation between the two bunches must be 
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The parameters and luminosity at the interaction 
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regime, which is inherent to short bunch length colliders 
[6]. The luminosity within 1% of the nominal center-of-
mass energy is 1.3×1034 cm-2s-1
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the International Linear Collider (ILC) design [7].  The 
relative energy loss due to beamstrahlung is about !B = 
30%. The main beam emittances are typical for TeV 
collider designs, and the "-functions at the IP are "x/y = 
10/0.2 mm. These IP parameters are quite close to those 
for CLIC [8]. Previous physics studies for the interaction 
region and detector design, background and event 
reconstruction techniques [9] are all applicable.  

The main beam generation complex could be 
similar to that of the CLIC design with a polarized 
electron source and a conventional positron source. The 
plasma acceleration process maintains beam polarization, 
and would also accommodate a polarized positron beam. 
The damping rings would store multiple trains of 
bunches, one of which would be extracted on each 100 Hz 
machine cycle. The extracted beams would be 
compressed in multi-stage bunch compressors before 
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Our preferred PWFA-LC design consists of a conventional 25 GeV electron drive beam 
accelerator, which produces drive bunches distributed in counter-propagating directions to 20 
PWFA cells for both the electron and the positron arms of the collider.  Each cell provides 25 
GeV of energy to the main beam over about a meter of plasma.  The layout and parameters were 
chosen to optimize PWFA performance while also providing feasible parameters at the 
interaction point and a practical design for the main beam injector and the drive beam 
acceleration and distribution system.  The drive beam system is very similar to CLIC drive beam 
concept which is being tested at the CTF3 test facility [11]. 

The main beam bunch train consists of 125 bunches, each separated by 4 ns. 
Correspondingly, the drive beam train consists of 20 mini-trains each with 250 bunches 
separated by 2 ns as shown in Figure 2-3. An RF separator splits the drive beam before it is sent 
to the drive beam distribution system. There are 100 ns gaps between each mini-train in the drive 
beam train, to accommodate the rise time of kickers of the beam distribution system. For the 
counter-propagation distribution of drive beam, the distance between PWFA cells must be equal 
to half of the distance between mini-trains, i.e., 600 ns/2 or about 90 m.   

 
Figure 2-3.  Structure of the drive beam train. The RF separator will send the odd and 
even bunches into the electron and positron beamlines. 

Properties of the drive and main beam bunches have been optimized by particle-in-cell 
simulations using the code QUICK-PIC [12]; details of the plasma physics and plasma cell 
optimization are given in Section 3.  The PWFA-LC design started from a bunch charge of 
1.0×1010 particles to optimize the collider luminosity characteristics and benefit from the 
extensive studies that have been performed for conventional rf linear colliders.  Next, a plasma 
density of 1017cm-3 and a drive bunch charge of 2.9×1010 were chosen to achieve a power 
transfer efficiency from the drive beam to the main beam of 35% with a gradient of roughly 25 
GV/m.  To achieve these parameters, the drive beam bunch length needs to be 30 Pm while the 
main beam bunch length is 10 Pm and the drive-main beam bunch separation is 115 Pm.  

The optimization of parameters and luminosity at the interaction point (IP) was performed 
for the high beamstrahlung regime, which is inherent to short bunch length colliders [13]. The 
luminosity within 1% of the nominal center-of-mass energy was optimized to be 1.3×1034 cm-2s-1 
which is similar to that in the International Linear Collider (ILC) design [14].  The relative 
energy loss due to beamstrahlung for the case under consideration is about GB = 30%. The 
assumed main beam emittances are typical for TeV collider designs, and the E-functions at the IP 
are Ex/y = 10/0.2 mm. These IP parameters are quite close of those for CLIC [11], and moreover, 
a wealth of particle physics studies for the interaction region and detector design, background 
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• ‘Cold’ Drive Linac 
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An updated design of a beam-driven Plasma Wake-

Field Acceleration Linear Collider (PWFA-LC) covering 

a wide range of beam collision energy from Higgs factory 

to multi-TeV is presented. The large effective 

accelerating field on the order of 1 GV/m and high wall-

plug to beam power transfer efficiency of the beam driven 

plasma technology in a continuous operation mode allows 

to extend linear colliders to unprecedented beam collision 

energies up to 10 TeV with reasonable facility extension 

and power consumption. An attractive scheme of an ILC 

energy upgrade using the PWFA technology in a pulsed 

mode is discussed. The major critical issues and the R&D 

to address their feasibility in dedicated test facilities like 

FACET and FACET2 are outlined, especially the beam 

quality preservation during acceleration and the positron 

acceleration. Finally, a tentative scenario of a series of 

staged facilities with increasing complexity starting with 

short term application at low energy is developed.  

3:)$�/,1($5�&2//,'(5�&21&(37�
The concept of a beam-driven PWFA-based e+/e- 

Linear Collider [1], [2], is developed as an attempt to find 

a reasonable design that takes advantage of the PWFA 

technology, identify the critical parameters to be achieved 

and the necessary R&D to address their feasibility. 

Parameters covering a wide range of colliding beam 

energies from 250 GeV (Higgs Physics) up to 10 TeV, if 
requested by Physics for studies Beyond the Standard 
Model, are summarized in Table 1. A schematic layout at 

the extreme energy of 10TeV is shown on Figure 1. 
Geometric accelerating gradients on the order of 1 GV/m 
mitigate the extension of the facility and therefore its cost. 
The acceleration in plasma, being a single bunch process, 

provides great flexibility in the interval between bunches. 

In the preferred scheme, the main bunches collide in a 

continuous mode at several kHz repetition frequency 

allowing for beam-based feedbacks to stabilize the 

collisions. They are accelerated and focused with multi-

GV/m fields generated in plasma cells powered by drive 

bunches with about 50% power transfer efficiency. The 

drive bunches are accelerated by a CW superconducting 

recirculating linac, taking advantage of the impressive 

progress in SCRF technology providing excellent power 

efficiency. As a result, the overall power consumption is 

significantly reduced (Fig. 2a) in respect with more 

conventional RF acceleration. The figure of merit defined 

as the ratio of the total luminosity to the power 

consumption is substantially improved especially in the 

multi-TeV colliding beam energy range (Fig. 2b). The 

above concept assumes similar behaviour of the electron 

and positron beams, which remains to be demonstrated. 
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Figures 2a and 2b: Linear colliders wall plug power 
consumption and figure of merit defined as the ratio of 
the wall plug power consumption to total luminosity 
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7KDQNV� WR� WKH� IOH[LELOLW\� RI� WKH� LQWHUYDO� EHWZHHQ�
EXQFKHV�� WKH� 3:)$� WHFKQRORJ\� FDQ� DOVR� EH� XVHG� LQ� D�
SXOVHG� PRGH� WR� DFFHOHUDWH� D� EHDP� ZLWK� SDUDPHWHUV� DQG�
WUDLQ�VWUXFWXUH�VLPLODU�WR�WKH�RQH�RI�WKH�,/&�H[FHSW�IRU�WKH�
EXQFK�OHQJWK�ZKLFK�LV�UHGXFHG�E\�D�IDFWRU����IURP�����WR�
��� PLFURQV�� � After beam acceleration up to an initial 
energy with ILC technology, the beam could be further 
accelerated with PWFA technology at low cost and high 
efficiency. Alternatively and as first step of the ILC 
energy upgrade, the PWFA technology could be used as 
an ILC after-burner: Each ILC bunch would be split in 
two, one with 2/3 of the charge used as drive bunch and a 
second with 1/3 of the charge used as main bunch. The 
ILC beam energy could then be doubled without any 
drive beam injector complex and without substantial 
additional power (Table 2). Replacing the last 250 meters 
of ILC structures by PWFA allows TeV beam collisions 
without extension of the ILC tunnel (Figure 3). The ILC 
energy upgrade could then be pursued by adding a drive 
beam injector and progressive replacement of ILC 
structures by PWFA. 

Table 1: Major PWFA-LC beam parameters 

 

 Table 2: ILC energy upgrade by PWFA after-burner 

�

 
Figure 3: ILC energy upgrade by PWFA technology in 
the 500 GeV ILC tunnel (a), in after-burner mode (b), in 
the extreme case of PWFA technology use only (c). 
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• Assume the decades of collider development (SLC/NLC/ILC/CLIC) 
made smart choices that we can start from for main beam and 
driver 

• Focus on the accelerator module itself (the plasma) 
• For luminosity – Power efficiency and beam quality are critical! 
• Next iterations will benefit from more consideration of positron arm 
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http://accelconf.web.cern.ch/accelconf/IPAC2014/papers/thpri013.pdf

� �
Figures 2a and 2b: Linear colliders wall plug power 
consumption and figure of merit defined as the ratio of 
the wall plug power consumption to total luminosity 

3XOVHG�DQG�$IWHU�%XUQHU�0RGHV�ZLWK�
$SSOLFDWLRQ�WR�,/&�(QHUJ\�8SJUDGH�

7KDQNV� WR� WKH� IOH[LELOLW\� RI� WKH� LQWHUYDO� EHWZHHQ�
EXQFKHV�� WKH� 3:)$� WHFKQRORJ\� FDQ� DOVR� EH� XVHG� LQ� D�
SXOVHG� PRGH� WR� DFFHOHUDWH� D� EHDP� ZLWK� SDUDPHWHUV� DQG�
WUDLQ�VWUXFWXUH�VLPLODU�WR�WKH�RQH�RI�WKH�,/&�H[FHSW�IRU�WKH�
EXQFK�OHQJWK�ZKLFK�LV�UHGXFHG�E\�D�IDFWRU����IURP�����WR�
��� PLFURQV�� � After beam acceleration up to an initial 
energy with ILC technology, the beam could be further 
accelerated with PWFA technology at low cost and high 
efficiency. Alternatively and as first step of the ILC 
energy upgrade, the PWFA technology could be used as 
an ILC after-burner: Each ILC bunch would be split in 
two, one with 2/3 of the charge used as drive bunch and a 
second with 1/3 of the charge used as main bunch. The 
ILC beam energy could then be doubled without any 
drive beam injector complex and without substantial 
additional power (Table 2). Replacing the last 250 meters 
of ILC structures by PWFA allows TeV beam collisions 
without extension of the ILC tunnel (Figure 3). The ILC 
energy upgrade could then be pursued by adding a drive 
beam injector and progressive replacement of ILC 
structures by PWFA. 

Table 1: Major PWFA-LC beam parameters 

 

 Table 2: ILC energy upgrade by PWFA after-burner 

�

 
Figure 3: ILC energy upgrade by PWFA technology in 
the 500 GeV ILC tunnel (a), in after-burner mode (b), in 
the extreme case of PWFA technology use only (c). 
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PWFA Research Roadmap: 
Goal is to Get To A TeV Scale Collider for High Energy Physics

PWFA-LC concepts highlight 
key issues and help us prioritize 

our research programs e.g. 
efficiency, positrons



To be discussed: table of beam parameters for a plasma-
based e-/e+ collider

59M.J. Hogan, FACET-II Science Workshop, October 29, 2019

S. Corde, M. Hogan, S. Gessner, C. Lindstrøm

electron beam parameters 
(assumes 4x times better interstage wrt 
Lindstrøm apochromatic design: 10 m 

instead of 40 m at 500 GeV)

positron beam parameters 
(assumes hollow channel with 1T pole 

external focusing)

Drive beam
Energy 100 GeV
Charge 2 nC
Normalized 
Emittance

<10 mm.mrad

Energy spread <1%

Main beam
Final energy 10 TeV
Charge 1 nC
Normalized 
emittance

<0.1 mm.mrad

Energy spread <1%

Accelerator parameters
Accelerating field 10 GV/m
Wall plug efficiency 1-10 %
Repetition rate 10-1000 kHz
Plasma stage length 10 m
Number of stages 100
Total interstage length 3 km
Total plasma linac length 4 km
Tolerances <10-100 nm, <0.1-1 urad

Drive beam
Energy 100 GeV
Charge 10 nC
Normalized 
Emittance

<10 mm.mrad

Energy spread <1%

Main beam
Final energy 10 TeV
Charge 5 nC
Normalized 
emittance

<0.1 mm.mrad

Energy spread <1%

Accelerator parameters
Accelerating field 1 GV/m
Wall plug efficiency 1-10 %
Repetition rate 10-1000 kHz
Plasma stage length 100 m
Number of stages 100
Total interstage length 3 km
Total plasma linac length 13 km
Tolerances <10-100 nm, <0.1-1 urad

ALEGRO process looking at designs for ALIC at 10+ TeV



PWFA Experimental Program at FACET-II is Motivated by 
Roadmap for Future Colliders Based on Advanced Accelerators

Key elements for the next decade: 
• Beam quality – focus on emittance 

preservation at progressively smaller values 
• Positrons – use FACET-II positron beam 

identify optimum regime for positron PWFA 
• Injection – ultra-high brightness sources, 

staging studies with external injectors
60M.J. Hogan, FACET-II Science Workshop, October 29, 2019

 
 

 

DOE Advanced Accelerator Concepts Research Roadmap Workshop 

February 2–3, 2016 

 
 

Image credits: lower left LBNL/R. Kaltschmidt, upper right SLAC/UCLA/W. An 

Figure 1: Layout of a 500 GeV PWFA Linear Collider. Each main bunch is accelerated by 25 GeV in each of ten plasma
stages. The plasma is driven by e! bunches, generated by a SCRF CW recirculating linac, and distributed co-linearly
with the main beams.

decelerating field; the transformer ratio. We design for a
transformer ratio of 11. A transformer ratio higher than 1
would reduce the drive beam energy, but tighten the main
bunch injection tolerances, as the main bunch needs to be
positioned closer to the trailing edge of the bubble. Using
Gaussian beam current profiles, the optimization yields [6]
a drive bunch charge of 2x1010, drive bunch length of 40m
(approx. the plasma wavelength/2!), a distance between
the drive bunch and the main bunch of 187 um and a final
main bunch energy spread of a few %. Assuming opera-
tion in the PWFA blow-out with the stated parameters and
electron bunches with a Gaussian charge profile, an over-
all drive bunch to main bunch power transfer efficiency of
50% is achieved in QuickPIC [7] simulations. The drive to
plasma transfer efficiency is 77% and the plasma to main
bunch transfer efficiency is 65% [6]. For positron accel-
eration other regimes such as the near hollow channel pro-
posed most recently by [8] shows promise, however precise
efficiency calculations have not yet been performed for this
regime.

DRIVE BEAM GENERATION
The plasma cells are powered by trains of bunches pro-

duced using recirculating linac acceleration. Each drive
bunch powers one single plasma cell accelerating one sin-
gle main bunch by 25 GeV, and is then ejected to a dump.
The process starts with a CW SC linac for optimum effi-
ciency and a recirculating beam line to reduce the overall
drive beam linac length and the associated cost and cryo-
genics power. The bunches are fed into an accumulator
ring to generate the time structure required to power the

1In the blow-out regime the transformer ratio could be chosen to be
significantly larger than 1.

plasma stages, see Fig. 1. When enough bunches to accel-
erate a single electron and positron bunch to their final en-
ergy have been accumulated in the ring, they are extracted
and distributed to the plasma cells from a co-linear distri-
bution system. This system uses fast kickers, small angle
bends and magnetic chicanes as delay lines to satisfy the
time constraints. Due to the co-linear drive beam, and ex-
ploiting the energy difference drive beam and main beam,
the kick angle required for drive beam injection before a
plasma stage is at most 9 mrad (varying with energy), and
we foresee that a solution based on conventional technol-
ogy (septa and kickers) will fulfill the timing requirements
of the PWFA-LC. More details about the drive beam gen-
eration and injection/extraction can be found in [9].

POWER ESTIMATES
The estimated total wall plug power consumption of the

complex is summarized in Fig. 2. It assumes 50% drive
to main bunch efficiency as discussed above, a realistic
power supply efficiency of 90% and a klystron efficiency
of 65% (based on LEP or CEBAF experience with CW op-
eration). With these efficiencies the rf power to accelerate
the drive beam up to the requested energy of 25 GeV varies
from 26 MW to 114 MW at center of mass energy of 250
GeV and 3 TeV respectively. In addition 1 MW to 13 MW
have to be provided to compensate for synchrotron radi-
ation losses in the accumulator ring. Thus the wall plug
power for drive beam acceleration varies from 61 MW to
211 MW corresponding to the lion’s share of the total wall
power consumption. The cryogenic power of the SC linacs
is only 15.7 MW using recirculation. The resulting drive
beam wall-plug to drive beam efficiency is 40%, and the
total beam acceleration efficiency of about 20% is partic-
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E. Adli et al., ArXiv 1308.1145 
J. P. Delahaye et al., Proceedings of IPAC2014 

A Conceptual PWFA-LC

http://science.energy.gov/~/media/
hep/pdf/accelerator-rd-stewardship/

Advanced_Accelerator_Development_
Strategy_Report.pdf



Beam Driven Plasma Accelerator Roadmap for HEP
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PWFA Roadmap  
The physics program at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) will end around 2035. If plasma based 
accelerators are to meet the needs of international High Energy Physics Community, the R&D 
Roadmap must arrive at a design with a sufficient level of maturity to be considered as the next 
candidate machine. Consequently, PWFA R&D spanning the next 25 years is outlined in the long 
range roadmap presented in Fig. 4. 

The concepts for plasma accelerator based colliders should continue to be developed to help 
focus R&D. In addition, plasma accelerators are still in a period of rich discovery and a broad 
program of research at both Universities and National Laboratories should continue to ensure 
that the best techniques are identified. Some high level challenges common to all advanced 
accelerator concepts have been identified and summarized in the introductory portion of this 
document. The two areas of beam-plasma physics considered most pressing for research in the 
next decade are emittance preservation and positron acceleration. Additional priorities include 
beam loading, higher transformer ratios, beam dynamics & tolerances, plasma source 
development, staging, off-ramp, and first applications. A detailed roadmap for beam driven 
plasma wakefield accelerator R&D for the next decade is summarized in Fig. 5. 

Figure 4:  High level R&D roadmap for particle beam driven plasma accelerators. 

Advanced Accelerator Concepts Research Roadmap Workshop Report  ⦁  February 2016 9 

Progress is most rapid when there is an interplay between experimentation, theory and 
simulation. The PWFA roadmap aims to investigate the key R&D challenges highlighted in the 
preparatory workshops in an order of phased complexity in line with the expected availability of 
experimental facilities such as FACET-II at SLAC. In addition, nearer term stepping stone 
applications should be developed on the way to an electron-positron collider for high energy 
physics. As plasma accelerators continue to mature, as first applications are brought online and 
as concepts move to the conceptual and technical design level, a technology demonstration 
facility will have to be developed and operated to fully inform these designs. The PWFA 
roadmap also makes note of the fact that over the next decade the technology for high power 

Figure 5:  A detailed PWFA R&D roadmap for the next decade. 



Laser-plasma Accelerator Based Collider Concept 

62M.J. Hogan, FACET-II Science Workshop, October 29, 2019

Laser,plasma/accelerator,based/collider/concept

Leemans & Esarey, Physics Today (2009)

35

Laser technology development required: 
 High luminosity requires high rep-rate lasers (10’s kHz)
 Requires development of high average power lasers (100’s kW)
 High laser efficiency (~tens of %)

 Plasma density scalings (minimize construction and 
operational costs) indicates:  n ~ 1017 cm-3

 Quasi-linear wake (a~1): e- and e+
 Staging & laser coupling into tailored plasma channels:

‣ ~30 J laser energy/stage required
‣ energy gain/stage ~10 GeV in ~1m

Thursday, 25 July 2013



Laser Driven Plasma Accelerator Roadmap for HEP
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Plasma target development is required to enable the key experiments. Shaping and precise 
control of plasma target profiles is required for the collider application. In particular, 
development of longitudinally-tapered and near-hollow plasma channels, extending tens of 
centimeters, requires R&D. 

Of crucial importance will be a deep understanding of how to optimize the efficiency from laser 
beam to particle beam, and what the limitations are towards the ultimate performance that 
would make this technology operate at levels superior to present day technology for 
accelerators. Novel methods for extracting energy from plasma wakes via particle bunch shape 
(or current pulse) tailoring must be developed, techniques to reduce the remaining wake energy 
(and hence also reducing the power loading on the structures) by “soaking up” the wake energy 
using additional laser pulses, and direct conversion of power in intense lasers exiting the plasma 
structures using photo-voltaic optical to electric conversion systems which is unique to using 
lasers as drivers. Methods for bunch shape tailoring and wake energy extraction would also 
benefit the beam driven plasma systems. 

Contemporaneously to the demonstration of key experiments, novel diagnostics for LWFA 
beams and plasma targets must be invented and high-fidelity and high-speed simulation tools 
must be developed. Modeling of plasma targets will require 3D magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) 
codes to be developed, with the proper low-temperature physics and chemistry included. The 
development of the MHD codes will benefit from collaborations with LLNL and SNL, leveraging 
NNSA investments. Capabilities for rapid modeling of multi-GeV-LWFA stages (laser and beam 
plasma interaction) are required for parameter exploration and start-to-end modeling of LWFA-
based colliders. This requires a sustained community effort on development of open source code 

Figure 1:  Roadmap for the development of a LWFA based collider, which lays out phases for invention 
and discovery (during the next decade), the emergence of first applications, and prototype 
demonstrators. A conceptual design study could occur in the 2025-2035 time frame, followed by a five 
year technical design study, culminating with start of construction around 2040. 

Advanced Accelerator Concepts Research Roadmap Workshop Report  ⦁  February 2016 5 

suites that integrate all the recent algorithmic advances (e.g. boosted frame, Maxwell solvers 
with azimuthal Fourier decomposition, spectral solvers, control of numerical Cherenkov 
instability, laser envelope solvers, adaptive mesh refinement) for the plasma-based accelerator 
modules with advanced beam dynamics modules for transport through conventional transport 
sections. Integration of all the above mentioned algorithmic advances, together with porting of 

Figure 2:  Ten-year LWFA roadmap and milestones. The orange boxes are activities, with present status 
and goals listed below. The red boxes denote facility investments that must occur to enable staging at 
multi-GeV energies (BELLA 2nd line) and a high average power demonstration facility (k-BELLA). The 
green boxes denote early applications that are enabled by the development of the LWFAs. Applications 
on the left and right hand side will be possible with today’s lasers and with high repetition rate systems, 
respectively. 



Overall Timescale and Common Challenges: 
“Demonstration and understanding of positron acceleration”
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Synergies 
Extensive collaboration among the three LWFA, PWFA, and DWFA concepts over the next ten 
years would be highly beneficial to all AAC programs in DOE. As discussed below, the technical 
overlap between LWFA and PWFA suggests a number of collaborative avenues. In addition, the 
facilities supporting DWFA research and development can inform many of the issues facing 
future wake-field colliders. 

The roadmaps for the plasma-based approaches, LWFA and PWFA, contain many similarities 
and parallels, since much of the physics and required R&D are independent of the driver. These 
parallels include the multiple staging of ~1-10 GeV level modules, the preservation of beam 
quality throughout multiple stages, mitigation of emittance growth due to collisions and ion 
motion, high efficiency acceleration, the difficulty of accelerating positrons with nonlinear 
plasma waves, the use of hollow plasma channels for positron acceleration, and the mitigation of 
transverse beam instabilities. The overarching goals of the plasma-based R&D roadmaps 
include:  a) solving the outstanding physics issues through experimental investigations and 
simulations so that the potential of plasma–based colliders can be realistically considered; b) 
addressing through experiments and computer simulations engineering issues such as 
tolerances; c) continuously refining a collider design based on the latest data from experiments 
and simulations; and d) developing driver technologies that will enable the demonstration of a 
real multi-stage plasma accelerator at the requisite repetition rate. The plasma-based roadmaps 
show that there is a considerable agreement between the proponents of LWFA and PWFA as to 
what the outstanding physics issues are and a rough timetable for the required R&D. Progress 
may be faster if some of these issues were addressed at either the BELLA or the FACET-II facility 
as appropriate as long as they are common to both schemes. For instance, developing various 
ideas for high quality positron acceleration may in the next five years be better suited for 

Figure 8:  DWFA application development and synergies ten year roadmap. 

High-efficiency, high-gradient positron acceleration of low emittance 
beams in plasma is recognized as an opportunity for collaboration



FACET/FACET-II Have a Unique Role in Addressing Plasma 
Acceleration of Positrons for Linear Collider Applications

Multi-GeV Acceleration in Non-linear wakes 
• New self-loaded regime of PWFA 
• Energy gain 4 GeV in 1.3 meters 
• Low divergence, no halo 

Hollow Channel Plasma Wakefield Acceleration 
• Engineer Plasma to Control the Fields 
• No focusing on axis

65M.J. Hogan, FACET-II Science Workshop, October 29, 2019

Quasi-linear Wakefield Acceleration 
• > 1 GeV energy gain in 1.3 meters 
• Of interest to both the PWFA and LWFA for 

linear collider applications 
• This technique can be used to accelerate a 

positron witness beam in electron wake

Corde et al., Nature August 2015

Gessner et al., Nature Communications 2016 
Lindstrom et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 2018

Doche et al., Scientific Reports 2017
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See presentation by Spencer Gessner 9:45AM Thursday



FACET-II: A National User Facility

10 GeV e- & e+ beams, 2nC/1nC @ 30/5Hz, ~µm emittance, Ipk 
> 10kA 
User Programs 2019-2026

66M.J. Hogan, FACET-II Science Workshop, October 29, 2019

FACET-II Layout and Beams

8V. Yakimenko, FACET-II SCIENCE WORKSHOP, Oct. 17, 2017

Positron Beam Parameter Baseline 
Design

Operational 
Ranges

Final Energy [GeV] 10 4.0-13.5
Charge per pulse [nC] 1 0.7-2
Repetition Rate [Hz] 5 1-5

Norm. Emittance γεx,y at S19 
[μm]

10, 10 6-20

Spot Size at IP σx,y  [μm] 16, 16 5-20
Min. Bunch Length σz (rms) 
[μm]

16 8

Max. Peak current Ipk [kA] 6 12

FACET-II Technical Design Report SLAC-R-1072

Electron Beam Parameter Baseline 
Design

Operational 
Ranges

Final Energy [GeV] 10 4.0-13.5

Charge per pulse [nC] 2 0.7-5
Repetition Rate [Hz] 30 1-30

Norm. Emittance γεx,y at S19 [μm] 4.4, 3.2 3-6
Spot Size at IP σx,y  [μm] 18, 12 5-20

Min. Bunch Length σz (rms) [μm] 1.8 0.7-20
Max. Peak current Ipk [kA] 72 10-200



Positron Capability is Designed and Prototyped 

67M.J. Hogan, FACET-II Science Workshop, October 29, 2019

Positron 
capability 

expected to be 
restored on 

2022 timeframe



Worldwide Theoretical Studies on Positron PWFA are Focused 
on Beam Parameters Anticipated at FACET-II

68M.J. Hogan, FACET-II Science Workshop, October 29, 2019

Talks on Positron PWFA at EAAC  
September 16-20, 2019

Positron PWFA  Agenda at 2019 FACET-II Science Workshop

New regime for positron 
PWFA being proposed 
• Finite-channel plasmas are 

predicted to preserve 
emittance 

• Concepts are testable at 
FACET-II 

• LBNL, DESY and SLAC 
collaboration



Positron Acceleration in Plasma 
Doesn’t Have to Be a Spooky Subject…

69M.J. Hogan, FACET-II Science Workshop, October 29, 2019
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